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1. Introduction

Cluster sampling is often used in sample surveys for its well
known advantages. However, cluster sampling is less efficient than
simple random sampling (s. r. s.) for a given sample size, whenever
intra-class correlation coefficient for the character under study is
positive and which is almost always so in actual practice.

Zarkovich and Krane [5] have shown that the correlation
between the cluster means of two characters increases as the cluster

size increases. Mishro and Sukhatme [3] utilized these findings and
gave the conditions under which cluster sampling in conjunction with
ratio/regression estimators is more efficient than s. r. s. in conjunction
with the corresponding estimators even if the intra-class correlation
coefficient is,positive.

It is shown in this paper that tsing multi-auxiliary information
this efficiency can be increased further.

Mishro and Sukhatme [3] showed that cluster sampling with
regression and ratio estimators is more efficient than s.r.s. with
corresponding estimators even if the intra-class correlation coefKient
for the variable under study, is positive provided
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for regression method of estimation and

Pb^P^ 1+(M—l)p' ,

for ratio method of estimation,
where,

Pb is the correlation coefScient between cluster means of the
character under study (;;) and auxiliary character (;c) for clusters of
size M.

p is the correlation cocfBcient between y and
p' is the intra-class correlation for character j

The efiSciencies and Ez of cluster sampling with regression
and ratio estimators relative to that of s. r.s. with the corresponding
estimators, for a fixed cost, are given by

^1= 3 ...(1.3)

and

(i-p,){i+(M-i)p'}^T
respectively, where the fixed cost (say Q) permits a s. r. s. of nM
elements or a s. r. s. of «* («*>«) clusters of size M.

2. Construction of Indices

Agarwal [1] gave several methods for constructing indices
of sizes of units of-a population as linear functions of /^-auxiliary
variates whenever such information is available for all units of a
population. Let xi, X2 Xp be /^-auxiliary variates. Consider
the Index I given by

I=a' X ...(2.1)
where

X2, ,Xp)
and

Q a^=(fli, fl2, , ap)

a, is chosen such that

(i) I has a correlation with y higher' than the correlation
which any of the x's has with it.

(») The regression hyper plane given by (2.1) is nearer to the
origin than the regression line based on any of the x's.

There exist several criteria to obtain vector a which will

maximize the correlation co-efi5cient between y and /. However, all










